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Abstract
In the paper a mathematical model of the PEN structure (positive electrode - electrolyte -negative
electrode) of the Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) is analyzed. It is proved that classical formulation
of the problem leads inevitably to locally unphysical effects related to negative values of the activation
overpotential. Moreover, the active layers’ thicknesses are shown to be components of solution and cannot
be predefined in an arbitrary way. A modified mathematical formulation of the problem is proposed
which includes this novelty alongside an amended definition of the activation overpotential. A dedicated
computational scheme is developed for the cathode sub-problem. The accuracy of computations is
investigated by means of a newly introduced analytical benchmark example. The numerical results
obtained for LSCF cathode are used to discuss certain aspects of the modified formulation and the
active layer thickness. The new modelling approach is validated by comparison with experimental data.
Keywords: Solid Oxide Fuel Cell, mathematical modelling, numerical simulation, active layer,
microstructure
1. Introduction
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are devices that convert the chemical energy of fuel directly to elec-
tricity. As such, they do not comply with the limitations of the Carnot cycle concerning the maximal
efficiency achievable by a classical thermodynamic engine. Recently, SOFCs are becoming increasingly
more popular due to their: i) high efficiency, ii) capability to work with a variety of fuels (including hy-
drogen, carbon monoxide, methane, methanol and ammonia [41, 30, 35, 36]), iii) low emission of noxious
substances (when operating on pure hydrogen they emit no pollutants at all), iv) multiple geometrical
configurations, and v) relatively low cost. On the other hand, high operating temperature results in
long start-up time, durability issues related to the thermal stresses and limited selection of constructing
materials.
Although a number of experimental techniques can be used to analyze and understand the underly-
ing physics of SOFCs operation, mathematical modelling still remains a powerful tool for non-invasive
investigation of certain aspects of the devices’ functioning. However, numerical (and, generally speak-
ing, mathematical) simulation of SOFC constitutes a formidable task. The main difficulties stem from:
i) pronounced multiscale effects, ii) multiphysical character of the problem and complex interactions
between component physical fields, iii) highly non-linear nature of the underlying phenomena, iv) un-
certainties about description of electrochemical reactions kinetics, physical and geometrical properties
(microstructure) of the materials used in SOFCs, and others.
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The mathematical model of SOFC should describe properly the component physical fields and their
interactions at different temporal and spatial scales. Respective physical phenomena manifest themselves
with different intensities depending on the operating regimes and conditions, and thus each of them can
affect the overall cell performance in a variety of ways. For this reason, there exists neither a universal
model of SOFC nor a versatile computational method to solve the system of governing equations. A
comprehensive review of the modelling techniques and their classification can be found in [3, 18].
When considering the SOFC problem from the scale point of view one can distinguish the following
three approaches:
• Microscale modelling, which corresponds to the atomic or molecular level. It can be used for
example to investigate the microscopic aspects of oxygen diffusion [12] or ionic transport [10].
• Mesoscale modelling that involves a larger spatial scale than that of the micromodels, nevertheless
capable of describing the actual morphology of microstructure [34].
• Macroscale modelling where the continuum approach is employed. The macroscale models are used
to simulate respective electrodes [29, 11], the PEN structure (positive electrode - electrolyte- nega-
tive electrode) [5], the whole cell [15] or a stack of cells [14, 2, 6] in terms of transport mechanisms
and structural mechanics. Depending on the complexity of performed analysis one can encounter
here various geometrical models (ranging from 0D to 3D), various descriptions of the diffusion and
fluid flow phenomena, and various mechanisms of interaction between respective physical fields.
The macroscale approach has been very useful in understanding the complex phenomena that gov-
ern the operation of the cell and in this way improve and optimize the devices’ designs. However,
accounting for particular microstructure and related properties is not so straightforward here. A
popular method to do this is to employ effective coefficients in the transport equations which con-
vey information from the micro-level [20, 5, 21]. This information can be retrieved from the real
structural analysis. Recently, the most popular technique for 3D identification and quantification
of porous microstructure has been combination of focused ion beam and scanning electron micro-
scope (FIB-SEM) [17, 16]. Some macroscale models are calibrated by means of experimental data.
Namely, certain values of microstructural and/or reaction kinetic parameters are taken in a way
to match the fuel cell polarization curves [24, 19]. In this manner the deficiencies inherent to the
model can be alleviated.
The above groups of methods can be integrated in the framework of the multiscale approach. The
overview of respective strategies can be found in [3].
The electrochemical reactions take place at the so-called three-phase boundaries (TPBs) - the loca-
tions in the electrode where the electron conducting, ion conducting and gaseous phases adjoin. In most
studies a model of a single global charge transfer reaction is assumed [3]. It leads to the Butler-Volmer
equation which constitutes a relation between the charge transfer current and the local activation over-
potential. It is commonly accepted that only a part of each electrode is electrochemically active with
reactions occurring in the immediate vicinity of the electrode-electrolyte interface [28, 31, 21]. As the
thickness of the active (catalyst) layer is of prime importance for the design of electrodes, there have been
many attempts to establish it by means of experiment and simulation [9, 22, 33, 28, 21, 31]. According
to [21], evolution of the active zone extent is governed mostly by interplay between the ionic conductivity
and the electrochemical reaction rate. Magnification of the former mechanism facilitates migration of
the ions further away from the electrolyte, which contributes to the extension of the layer. On the other
hand, intensification of the reaction rate increases the ions consumption and in this way reduces the
catalyst zone thickness. Thus, the active layer dimension is a function of the microstructural properties
of the electrode and the operating conditions (cell current, temperature, concentration of species). As
such, it changes with stages and regimes of cell operation. Unfortunately, values of the active zone
thickness available in the literature are quite different from each other - see Table I in [21].
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In the continuous models of SOFC there are various strategies to introduce the electrochemical ef-
fects. A simplified approach assumes that electrochemical activity is represented by a pertinent interface
transmission condition along the contact surface of the electrode and the electrolyte [13, 25]. However,
in such a case an essential feature of the original physical problem is neglected. Another method is
to introduce respective source terms in the governing equations. Here, two techniques are used. In
the first one, the expression for the charge transfer current is defined over the entire thickness of the
electrode [5, 29]. Note that this is at odds with experimental observations that the reaction zone is
limited to the immediate neighborhood of the electrolyte. In the second technique a predefined extent
of the catalyst layer is assumed [14, 37]. Although this approach yields the most precise description of
the actual physics of the problem, it is cumbersome in practical implementation. It stems from the fact
that one finds it very hard to determine experimentally the real thickness of the active layer. Moreover,
the thickness evolves with differing conditions and regimes of SOFC operation. It should be accounted
for in the numerical computations, which constitutes a real challenge, especially in the transient anal-
ysis. Interestingly, even though the aforementioned strategies to introduce the charge transfer current
are essentially different from each other and have to affect the mathematical structure of solution in
very different ways, no research on the latter can be found in the literature. Furthermore, according
to the author’s knowledge, no attempt to investigate the existence and uniqueness of solution for the
continuous macroscale SOFC models has been made so far (the existence of the weak bounded solution
for a mesoscale isothermal formulation has been proved recently in [1]).
The basic motivation for this paper was to bridge the gap in the existing literature and provide a de-
tailed analysis of the mathematical structure of solution for the continuous SOFC model. An isothermal
1D model of the PEN structure is considered. In section 2 we introduce a classical formulation of the
problem with the Fickian diffusion describing the mass transport. All boundary and transmission condi-
tions are detailed and a desired qualitative behaviour of the dependent variables is presented. In section
3, when analyzing the standard model, we conclude that it produces locally unphysical effects related to
the negative activation overpotential in the immediate vicinity of the external boundaries of the active
layers. Remediation in a form of an amended definition of the activation overpotential (or alternatively
an amended definition of the charge transfer current) is proposed. Next, we prove analytically that for
the predefined conditions of cell operation (described by the cell current, boundary and transmission
conditions) there is only one thickness of the catalyst layer for each electrode for which the solution
exists. Thus, the active zones thicknesses have to be elements of solution. By accounting for this novelty
alongside the new definition of activation overpotential we introduce a modified formulation of the SOFC
problem. In section 4 we propose a dedicated computational scheme for the cathode sub-problem, based
on a system of integral equations (some elements of this approach were originally developed for the
heat and mass transfer problems in [38, 39, 40]). The achievable accuracy of computations is verified
against analytical benchmark example given in Appendix B. The numerical solution obtained for LSCF
cathode is used to discuss the problem of the active layer thickness. Finally, the validity of the modified
SOFC formulation is checked by comparison with experimental data. Discussion and final conclusions
are presented in section 5.
2. Mathematical formulation of the problem
In our analysis we will use an isothermal 1D model of the PEN structure. Respective subdomains are
defined as (see Fig.1): i) anode −h3 ≥ y ≥ −h1, ii) electrolyte −h1 ≥ y ≥ h1, iii) cathode h1 ≥ y ≥ h2.
In the anode and the cathode two parts are distinguished: i) the backing layer (anode: −h3 ≥ y ≥ −ha,
cathode: hb ≥ y ≥ h2), ii) the catalyst (active) layer where the electrochemical reactions take place
(anode: −ha ≥ y ≥ −h1, cathode: h1 ≥ y ≥ hb). The thicknesses of respective electrodes are: i) anode
h3 − h1, ii) electrolyte 2h1, iii) cathode h2 − h1. The active layers’ spans are denoted as: i) δa - for the
anode, ii) δc - for the cathode.
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Figure 1: The schematic view of the PEN structure.
We start our analysis by recalling one of the standard systems of governing equations. It describes
the charge transfer and the mass transfer (by means of the Fickian diffusion). Respective boundary
and transmission conditions are chosen in a way to preserve the basic physical features of the problem.
The following mathematical formulation of the problem can be found in many publications (see e.g.
[7, 14, 5]).
2.1. The charge transfer equations
The ions and electrons transport through the cell’s structure is governed by the following equations:
d
dy
(
σel
dφel
dy
)
=


0 for y ∈ (−h3,−ha) ∪ (−h1, h1) ∪ (hb, h2),
ict for y ∈ (−ha,−h1),
−ict for y ∈ (h1, hb),
(1)
d
dy
(
σion
dφion
dy
)
=


0 for y ∈ (−h3,−ha) ∪ (−h1, h1) ∪ (hb, h2),
−ict for y ∈ (−ha,−h1),
ict for y ∈ (h1, hb).
(2)
In the above formulae φel [V], φion [V] denote the ionic and electric potentials, respectively, while
σel [S m
−1], σion [S m
−1] stand for the effective electron and ion conductivities. ict [A m−3] describes
the charge transfer current function, to be defined later on. Note that the definition of source terms in
equations (1)–(2) accounts for the existence of the catalyst (electrochemically active) layers in respective
electrodes.
The electron and ion currents’ densities (both in [A m−2]) are computed as:
jel = −σel
dφel
dy
, jion = −σion
dφion
dy
, (3)
while the overall cell current density, jcell [A m
−2], yields:
jcell = jel + jion. (4)
Moreover, from the global balance of electric charge it follows that:
∫
−h1
−ha
ictdy =
∫ hb
h1
ictdy = jcell. (5)
2.2. The mass transfer equations
The mass transfer equations describe the diffusion of respective species in the electrodes. In this study
we assume that the underlying physical process proceeds according to the Fick’s law of diffusion. Being
fully aware of the deficiencies of this model [4] we shall not discuss here its applicability. The methodology
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introduced in the paper can be easily extended to most sophisticated variants of the problem. As such,
the simplified diffusion model does not detract from the validity of the general conclusions.
In the anode the diffusion in the fuel mixture is assumed to take place between the hydrogen and
the water. Thus, the nitrogen concentration depends on the computed content of the remaining species.
Respective equations read:
d
dy
(
ρfD1
dCH2
dy
)
=
{
0 for y ∈ (−h3,−ha),
MH2
2F i
ct for y ∈ (−ha,−h1),
(6)
d
dy
(
ρfD1
dCH2O
dy
)
=
{
0 for y ∈ (−h3,−ha),
−
MH2O
2F i
ct for y ∈ (−ha,−h1),
(7)
where pertinent symbols refer to: ρf [kg m
−3] - fuel density, D1 [m
2 s−1] - effective diffusion coefficient
of the binary system O2 - H2O, Cj - mass fraction of the j-th species, Mj [kg mol
−1] - molar mass of
the j-th species, F [C mol−1] - the Faraday constant.
From the overall balance of species one has:
CH2 + CH2O + CN2 = 1. (8)
In the cathode the binary diffusion between the oxygen and the nitrogen is governed by the following
ODE:
d
dy
(
ρaD2
dCO2
dy
)
=
{
MO2
4F i
ct for y ∈ (h1, hb),
0 for y ∈ (hb, h2),
(9)
where the meaning of respective symbols is analogous to that from (6)-(7) (with ρa [kg m
−3] being the
air density). As:
CO2 + CN2 = 1, (10)
we do not write the corresponding ODE for the nitrogen mass fraction. When having the solution of (9)
one can easily compute CN2 from (10).
Conventionally, the flux of j-th species is defined as:
Jj = −ρD
dCj
dy
, (11)
where the density and the diffusion coefficient are to be taken accordingly.
2.3. The boundary and transmission conditions
The credible and efficient simulation of the problem needs careful selection and identification of the
boundary and transmission conditions. They should result form the physical specificity of the underlying
phenomena and comply with the proper mathematical structure of solution.
Considering the charge transfer, the following boundary conditions hold:
jel(−h3) = jcell, jel(h2) = jcell, (12)
jion(−h3) = 0, jion(h2) = 0, (13)
φel(−h3) = V3, φel(h2) = V2. (14)
Note that conditions (12) - (13) result from the fact that it is only the electron current that flows
in the external circuit of the cell. Moreover, when implementing numerical computations, some of the
above conditions constitute components of the solution. Generally, two different strategies are available.
When one assumes a predefined value of the voltage drop (V3−V2) [14, 37], then the cell current density,
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a)
b)
jel
jion
φel
φion
0
−h3 −ha −h1 h1 hb h2
y
jcell
j
φ
y
−h3 −ha −h1 h1 hb h2
V2
V3
Figure 2: The schematic view of the expected qualitative behaviour of: a) electron and ion currents, b) electron and ion
potentials.
jcell is to be found computationally. Conversely, when the current density is known [8, 27], then the
voltage drop is to be determined. Furthermore, as the cell voltage hinges on the difference V3−V2 rather
than on the absolute magnitude of the electron potential, one of the boundary values of φel (V2 or V3)
can be taken in an arbitrary way.
Respective boundary conditions and expected distributions of currents and potentials are schemati-
cally depicted in Fig.2.
As for the mass transfer boundary conditions, we specify the mass fractions of respective species at
the external interfaces of the electrodes:
CH2(−h3) = C
bulk
H2 , CH2O(−h3) = C
bulk
H2O, CO2(h2) = C
bulk
O2 . (15)
Obviously, the above conditions are merely a natural consequence of reducing the cell model to the
system of electrodes. When analyzing a complete problem with the fuel and air channels, conditions
(15) are to be replaced by respective transmission conditions. Furthermore, as the electrolyte constitutes
an impermeable barrier for gas diffusion, the following natural boundary conditions are to be imposed
at respective interfaces:
JH2(−h1) = 0, JH2O(−h1) = 0, JO2(h1) = 0. (16)
When integrating equations (6), (7) and (9) over the span of respective electrodes while accounting
for (5) and (16), one arrives at the formulae for the mass fluxes at external interfaces of the anode and
the cathode:
JH2(−h3) =
MH2
2F
jcell, JH2O(−h3) = −
MH2O
2F
jcell, JO2(h2) = −
MO2
4F
jcell. (17)
Expressions (17) can be treated as boundary conditions in that variant of the problem when the cell
current density, jcell, is assumed to be known. However, even when the voltage drop is predefined, (17)
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a)
b)
JH2
JH2O
JO2
CH2
CH2O
CO2
0
−h3 −ha −h1 h1 hb h2
y
MH2jcell
2F
−
MO2 jcell
2F
−
MH2Ojcell
2F
J
C
y
−h3 −ha −h1 h1 hb h2
CbulkO2
CbulkH2
CbulkH2O
Figure 3: The schematic view of the expected qualitative behaviour of: a) mass fluxes, b) mass fractions of respective
species.
should be employed in the computational algorithm to provide the consistency of the results. Remark
that the fluxes’ magnitudes defined by (17) hold throughout the whole backing zones of respective
electrodes, as there are no mass sources/sinks in these regions.
Respective boundary conditions and the schematic distributions of mass fractions and fluxes are
depicted in Fig.3.
Provided that the above boundary conditions hold, proper transmission conditions between respective
subdomains are to be strictly satisfied in order to preserve the correct mathematical structure of the
solution. Generally, we assume continuity of respective fields and fluxes (currents) at the subdomain’s
interfaces. Due to the fact that the electrolyte is considered a perfect electron insulator (σel = 0 S·m
−1),
equation (1) degenerates for y ∈ (−h1, h1), and thus one cannot determine φel over this section. However,
the respective transmission conditions for the electron current (zero current jel) still hold and are to be
employed. The transmission conditions for the electron and ion currents are:
jel(−h1) = jel(h1) = 0, jion(−h1) = jion(h1) = jcell. (18)
The jump of electron potential over the electrolyte thickness is to be found as an element of the solution.
On the other hand, the ionic potential, φion is a continuous C
1- class function in the entire domain.
Pertinent continuity conditions can be identified in Figs.2–3.
2.4. The electrochemical reactions model
The standard description of the electrochemical reactions in the electrodes can be found in many
publications [26, 23, 5, 32]. Despite some differences in definition of respective elements, all these models
exhibit similar qualitative behavior. Thus, without loss of generality, we will base the following analysis
on the very formulation given in [5, 32].
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Let the charge transfer current be specified as:
ict =
{
ictano for y ∈ (−ha,−h1),
ictcat for y ∈ (h1, hb),
(19)
where
ictano = i
tpb
0,anol
tpb
ano
[
exp
(
2Fηactano
RT
)
− exp
(
−
Fηactano
RT
)]
, (20)
ictcat = i
dpb
0,catA
dpb
cat
[
exp
(
1.2Fηactcat
RT
)
− exp
(
−
Fηactcat
RT
)]
. (21)
Pertinent symbols in the above equations denote: ltpbano [m·m
−3]- the length of the two-phase bound-
ary, Adpbcat [m
2·m−3] - the area of the three-phase boundary, itpb0,ano [A·m
−1]- the anode exchange current
density, idpb0,cat [A·m
−2]- the cathode exchange current density, R [J·mol−1· K−1]- the universal gas con-
stant, T [K]-the temperature, ηactano [V], η
act
cat [V]- the activation overpotentials of anode and cathode,
respectively. According to [5], the exchange current densities for the Ni-YSZ anode and LSCF cathode
can be computed as:
itpb0,ano = 32.4 · p
−0.03
H2
p0.4H2O exp
(
−
152155
RT
)
, (22)
idpb0,cat = 1.47 · 10
6 · p0.2O2 exp
(
−
85859
RT
)
, (23)
where pj [Pa] denotes the partial pressure of j-th species.
The activation overpotentials are defined by the following formulae:
ηactano = φel − φion − η
conc
ano , (24)
ηactcat = φion − φel − η
conc
cat , (25)
with the concentration overpotentials given by:
ηconcano =
RT
2F
ln
(
pbulkH2
pH2
pH2O
pbulkH2O
)
, (26)
ηconccat =
RT
4F
ln
(
pbulkO2
pO2
)
. (27)
Remark 1. Note that in the above expressions the partial pressures of respective species are used (to
have a direct reference to the cited papers), while the system of governing equations is based on the
mass fractions. The partial pressures will be transformed in the computations to the mass fractions by
the ideal gas law. Moreover, in relations (26)-(27) a simple substitution of pj with Cj is what one needs.
3. Modified formulation of the SOFC problem
The above system of equations constitutes the classical mathematical formulation of the SOFC
problem. Although, depending on the approach employed, some elements (e.g. the diffusion equations,
formulae for the exchange current densities) can be different from those specified in the previous section,
the general characteristics of the problem remain the same. In the following we will prove that this
standard formulation leads to locally unphysical effects. Moreover, we will show that the definition of
the active layer thickness plays a very important role and cannot be assumed in an arbitrary way. In
order to tackle these issues, pertinent modifications to the classical system will be proposed.
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3.1. Comments on application of the Butler-Volmer equation
As results from the system of governing equations (1), (2), (6), (7), (9), respective electrochemical
reactions are assumed to take place only in the active layers of the electrodes (i.e. y ∈ (−ha,−h1) for
the anode and y ∈ (h1, hb) for the cathode).
In some papers one can find an approach where the active layer is a priori stretched over the whole
electrode thickness. However, such a method does not agree with observations (it is commonly accepted
that the electrochemical reactions occur only in the immediate vicinity of the electrode/electrolyte in-
terface [31, 28, 21]), producing unphysical effects such as conduction of ionic current up to the external
boundary of the electrode. Moreover, the expression (19) constitutes an injective function of the acti-
vation overpotential (hence, for monotonic ηact an injective function of y as well), and thus one cannot
expect it to suppress the charge transfer current over the backing (inactive) part of the electrode.
For this reason, it is important to make a clear distinction between the backing (electrochemically
inactive) and catalytic (electrochemically active) layers of respective electrodes, with the source terms
in the governing ODEs specified accordingly. At the interfaces of these layers the following conditions
have to be satisfied:
ηactano(−ha) = 0, (28)
ηactcat(hb) = 0. (29)
Note that (28)–(29) are the necessary conditions for the source terms in the governing ODEs (RHSs
of (1), (2), (6), (7), (9)) to change continuously with y. Moreover, when the above separation of the
electrodes’ layers is introduced alongside the boundary conditions (13), the ionic current turns identically
to zero in the backing zones. This effectively means that:
dφion
dy
= 0, φion = const. = φa, for y ≤ −ha, (30)
dφion
dy
= 0, φion = const. = φb, for y ≥ hb. (31)
Remark 2. If one assumes that whole electrodes are occupied by the active zones (ha = h3, hb = h2),
then conditions (28)–(29) combined with the boundary conditions (15) yield the following identities:
φa = V3, φb = V2. (32)
However, as mentioned previously, in such a case some unphysical effects appear.
Now, let us focus on the behaviour of the charge-transfer current function, ict, in the neighbourhood
of the interfaces between the catalyst and backing layers. When analyzing respective problem for the
cathode, it shows that as moving away from y = hb towards the electrolyte (y < hb), the concentration
overpotential grows due to consumption of oxygen (compare (27) - for monotonic change of the oxygen
mass fraction - see also Fig.3). Simultaneously, the electron potential increases (as for any positive value
of the cell current φ′el < 0). By recalling the condition (31)1 we come to a conclusion that over at least
some small distance in the proximity of the interface the activation overpotential is negative because:
φion < φel + η
conc
cat , for hb − εb < y < hb, εb ≪ hb − h1. (33)
Thus, also the charge-transfer current assumes in this range negative values:
ict < 0, for hb − εb < y < hb, εb ≪ hb − h1. (34)
Note that this effect is inevitable when imposing respective transmission conditions at hb. It can be
avoided only when ict turns to zero over the whole domain (no current flow).
a)
b)
c)
ηact
y
−h3 −ha −h1 h1 hb h2
jel
jion
φel
φion
0
−h3 −ha −h1 h1 hb h2
y
jcell
j
εa εb
φ
y
−h3 −ha −h1 h1 hb h2
V2
V3
φb
φa
Figure 4: The schematic view of the qualitative behaviour of: a) activation overpotential, b) electron and ion currents, c)
electron and ion potentials. The zones of negative activation overpotentials are defined by εa and εb, respectively.
When consequently employing the same manner of reasoning for the anode (the interface defined by
y = −ha), we see again that the concentration overpotential grows for growing y (i.e. when moving
towards the electrolyte layer). Simultaneously, the electron potential declines (as for any positive cell
current φ′el < 0). Finally, considering the condition (30)1 we come to the following result:
φel < φion + η
conc
ano , for − ha < y < −ha + εa, εa ≪ ha − h1, (35)
which implies that:
ict < 0, for − ha < y < −ha + εa, εa ≪ ha − h1. (36)
As mentioned previously, this peculiarity is a direct consequence of the accepted mathematical model.
It does not appear only when the cell current is zero.
The above observations about the charge-transfer current have very serious consequences for the
mathematical structure of solution and its physical interpretation. As for the latter aspect, it means
that over some section of each electrode the backward mechanism of respective electrochemical reaction
prevails over its forward component (production of hydrogen and oxygen instead of consumption, and
absorption of water in lieu of its generation). It is even odder when one realizes that in the immediate
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a)
b)
εa εb
ηact
y
−h3 −ha −h1 h1 hb h2
JH2
JH2O
JO2
0
MH2 jcell
2F
−
MO2 jcell
4F
−
MH2Ojcell
2F
J
y
−h3 −ha −h1 h1 hb h2
Figure 5: The schematic view of the qualitative behaviour of: a) activation overpotential, b) mass fluxes. The zones of
negative activation overpotentials are defined by εa and εb, respectively.
vicinity of the interfaces between the backing and catalyst layers, the electron current is supposed to
exceed the magnitude of overall cell current (jcell), while the ionic current has to assume negative values
(reversion of ions’ flow !). The consequences of the negative activation overpotential (and thus the
negative charge transfer current) are schematically depicted in Figs. 4-5. Respective zones of ict have
been intentionally rescaled to better present the related effects. Note that the ion and electron current
functions are not monotonic. Moreover, due to the negative values of the ionic current in the proximity
of h = −ha and y = hb, the ionic potential is not a monotonic function as well. As shown in Fig.5, the
mass fluxes of corresponding species exceed their boundary values (17), producing counterintuitive and
unphysical results. Admittedly, the mass fraction functions remain monotonic, for the pertinent fluxes
being of the same sign (unidirectional mass flow) over corresponding electrodes (for this reason we do
not depict the mass fractions of species in the graph).
Let us emphasize one more time that these locally unphysical effects are inherent to the classical
model of the cell and cannot be avoided if one wants to satisfy the pertinent boundary and transmission
conditions. Moreover, the negative values of ict will be obtained even if more advanced diffusion models
are employed (e.g. the Dusty Gas Model) and thus, the above general considerations still hold in such
cases.
Note that the negative charge transfer current can be eliminated at a cost of relaxing some boundary
conditions, which however leads to even less physically reliable results (e.g. non-zero ionic current at
the interconnects). If one assumes that the classical model, although locally unphysical, is anyway
credible in a global sense, there still exists a need to implement the aforementioned peculiarities in
the computational schemes as any accurate and efficient numerical simulation of the problem needs to
account for the proper solution structure.
Yet in our analysis we shall introduce a modification of the classical model. Namely, we assume that
the activation overpotential has always a non-negative value:
ηactano = |φel − φion − η
conc
ano |, (37)
ηactcat = |φion − φel − η
conc
cat |. (38)
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Although this amendment is only an ad hoc solution, it completely eliminates the unphysical effects
reported above. Similar result could be achieved by taking the absolute value of the charge-transfer
current instead of (19):
ict =
{
|ictano| for y ∈ (−ha,−h1),
|ictcat| for y ∈ (h1, hb).
(39)
Both approaches are equivalent for small activation overpotentials, i.e. when εa and εb tend to zero.
When employing any of the above modifications, the activation overpotentials and the charge-transfer
current assume zero values at the external boundaries of the catalyst layer (y = −ha and y = hb) and at
some distance inside these layers (y = −ha + εa and y = hb − εb). However, all the dependent variables
are now monotonic functions of y, while the mass and charge transfer becomes solely unidirectional.
Remark 3. It may look tempting to use another modification instead of (37)-(38) or (39), namely to set
ict = 0 over this part of the electrode where the negative charge transfer current is obtained. However, if
such an amendment is employed, it introduces essential violation of the system of governing equations,
as neither of them can be satisfied in the proximity of the external interfaces of the electrodes. Moreover,
the global balances of mass and charge will not be fulfilled either. Thus, it is more reasonable to use the
standard formulation with locally unphysical effects than to utilize the aforementioned modification.
3.2. The catalyst layers thickness - the problem of uniqueness of solution
The catalyst (active) layer is a part of respective electrode in which the electrochemical reactions
take place. Its thickness is not constant and depends on many parameters including material and
microstructural properties and operating conditions. As stated previously, in numerical computations
there are usually two strategies adopted to introduce the layer (we do not discuss here the simplified
model where the electrochemical reactions are assumed to take place only at the interfaces of electrolyte
and respective electrodes). It is either stretched across the whole electrode thickness or a predefined
size of the active zone (established experimentally) is imposed. In the first case it is accepted that the
’real’ layer’s thickness pertains to the part of the electrode over which a certain amount of the total cell
current (one can find the following figures in literature: 90%, 95%, 99% - see e.g. [31]) is produced. The
second approach seems much more reasonable as it accounts for a real physical feature of the problem,
even if experimental determination of the active layer thickness and its changes constitutes a formidable
task. However, in the following we shall prove that when accepting the most straightforward definition
of the active layer (the exclusive zone in which the electrochemical reactions occur) alongside respective
boundary and transmission conditions (see Section 2.3), the thickness of the catalyst layer cannot be
arbitrary and is a component of the solution.
To this end let us consider first the respective sub-problem for the cathode. Assume that for some
thickness of the active layer, defined by the coordinate hb, there exists a unique solution to the problem.
This solution will henceforth be marked by the superscript (I). Now, imagine that the active layer
thickness has increased to the dimension bounded by the coordinate h′b > hb (see Fig.6), with all the
remaining parameters (i.e. the cell voltage and current, boundary conditions) the same as previously.
The new solution will be singled out by the superscript (II). The necessary condition for the new solution
to produce the same cell current, jcell, is:∫ hb
h1
ict(I)dy =
∫ h′
b
h1
ict(II)dy, (40)
which implies that:
ict(I) > ict(II), (41)
over most of the interval h1 < y < hb. In the following analysis we will verify to what degree the
condition (41) can be satisfied, if the catalyst layer thickness is changed, without any interference in the
remaining problem parameters.
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Figure 6: The schematic view of the mass fraction of oxygen in the cathode. Solid line refers to the variant when the
catalyst layer is defined by hb, while the dashed one pertains to the active zone being delimited by h
′
b
. The same magnitude
of Cbulk
O2
is assumed. The shaded areas refer to the amount of oxygen consumed in respective cases.
In Fig. 6 we have depicted symbolically the respective solutions for the mass fraction of oxygen (C
(I)
O2
and C
(II)
O2
). Note that:
C
(I)
O2
= C
(II)
O2
, for y ≥ h′b, (42)
since in the backing zone of the cathode both functions have to satisfy the same ODE (diffusion without
mass sources) and boundary conditions, regardless of the diffusion model employed. Moreover, bearing
in mind that the fluxes of respective species outside the catalyst layers are constant, one can infer from
(17) that:
dC
(I)
O2
dy
∣∣
y=hb
=
dC
(II)
O2
dy
∣∣
y=h′
b
. (43)
Remark that for the same value of the cell total current, jcell, the amount of oxygen consumed should
be identical in both cases, and thus respective shaded areas in Fig.6 need to be equal.
In the following analysis we assume that mass fraction functions are monotonic and:
C
(I)
O2
< C
(II)
O2
, for y ∈ (h1, hb). (44)
This assumption results from the fact that (compare (A.5)):
C
b(II)
O2
− C
b(I)
O2
=
MO2jcell
4FρaD2
(h′b − hb) > 0, (45)
while
dC
(I)
O2
dy
≥
dC
(II)
O2
dy
, for y ∈ (h1, hb). (46)
Equation (46) can be deduced from (A.2) when using the electric current function in the left hand side
instead of the potential derivative.
The charge transfer current at the cathode is proportional to the following product:
ictcat ∼ C
0.2
O2
[
exp
(
1.2Fηactcat
RT
)
− exp
(
−
Fηactcat
RT
)]
. (47)
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As results from (44), the first term of the above product is smaller for the solution (I). Thus, if (41)
is to be satisfied at some distance away from hb (it cannot be fulfilled in the immediate vicinity of the
interface, as ict(I)(hb) = 0), then the second term should overweight the decline of the first one (note
that, due to (27) and (44): η
conc(I)
cat > η
conc(II)
cat for y ∈ (h1, hb)) . This can be achieved only if:
η
act(I)
cat > η
act(II)
cat , (48)
over most of the span of the catalyst layer. In order to verify the above condition let us analyze the
expression:
∆ηactcat = η
act(II)
cat − η
act(I)
cat = φ
(II)
ion − φ
(I)
ion + φ
(I)
el − φ
(II)
el + η
conc(I)
cat − η
conc(II)
cat . (49)
For the time being we neglect the absolute value in the activation overpotential introduced in (38) as
we are primarily interested in the bahviour of ∆ηactcat away from the interface between the catalyst and
the backing layer. However, this issue will be commented later on. By combining equations (27), (A.6)
and (A.9) according to (49) one arrives at the following formula for ∆ηactcat :
∆ηactcat =
4FρaD2
MO2
(
1
σel
+
1
σion
)(
C
(II)
O2
(y)− C
(I)
O2
(y)
)
+
RT
4F
ln
(
C
(II)
O2
(y)
C
(I)
O2
(y)
)
+
RT
4F
ln
(
C
b(I)
O2
(y)
C
b(II)
O2
(y)
)
+
jcell
σel
(hb − h
′
b).
(50)
The first two terms in the above equation are positive and monotonically decreasing functions of y. The
second two terms form a negative constant. Note that if we assume that activation overpotential is
positive throughout the whole catalyst layer (as in the modification (38)), then:
∆ηactcat(hb) = η
act(II)
cat (hb) > 0, (51)
which implies that:
∆ηactcat > 0, for y ∈ (h1, hb). (52)
Thus, the condition (48) is not satisfied at any point of the active layer and:
∫ hb
h1
ict(I)dy <
∫ h′
b
h1
ict(II)dy. (53)
This leads us to a non-trivial observation. Namely, the estimation (53) does not mean than the solution
(II) produces higher cell current that solution (I). It basically means that solution (II) does not
exist, because respective equations in the backing zone are not satisfied for the considered case if (53)
holds true. As a result, for a predefined cell current and respective boundary conditions, the thickness
of the active layer cannot be arbitrary and should be found as a component of solution.
Remark 4. When the modification (38) is neglected, the activation overpotential assumes negative
values in the immediate vicinity of the interface between the backing and catalyst layers (compare
subsection 3.1). Consequently, condition (51) may not be satisfied for some values of hb. However, if the
location of hb is taken out of the negative zone of η
act(II)
cat , all of the above conclusions are true. Thus,
even in the classical case, the catalyst layer thickness should be treated as an element of solution.
Remark 5. The above formal proof of uniqueness of solution with respect to the active layer thickness
was derived for the Fickian diffusion model. However, respective balance equations in the active/backing
layers are to be satisfied regardless of the diffusion model employed. As mentioned previously, the shaded
areas in Fig.6 reflect the amount of consumed oxygen. From our analysis it follows that for the conditions
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Figure 7: The schematic view of the mass fractions of hydrogen and water in the anode. Solid lines refer to the variant
when the catalyst layer is defined by ha, while the dashed ones pertain to the active zone being delimited by h′a. The
same magnitudes of Cbulk
H2
and Cbulk
H2O
are assumed. The shaded areas refer to the amount of hydrogen consumed and water
produced in respective cases.
given above they cannot be equal. Thus, for any other diffusion model, even if the shapes of respective
curves are different from those obtained for the binary diffusion, the areas describing the consumed
oxygen still need to be different from each other (as the overall mass balance has to be satisfied). Thus,
we believe that for other diffusion models the active layer thickness should be a component of solution
as well.
Now, let us conduct similar analysis for the anode. The schematic view of the compared solutions for
the hydrogen and water mass fractions are shown in Fig.7. As previously, we assume that solution (I),
obtained for the active layer bounded by coordinate ha, satisfies all the governing equations, boundary
and transmission conditions. In the following we investigate whether the solution (II), computed for the
enlarged catalyst zone (defined by h′a > ha) and all the remaining parameters unchanged, can exist.
Clearly, the necessary condition to have the same cell current produced by both solutions is:∫ h1
−ha
ict(I)ano =
∫ h1
−h′
a
ict(II)ano , (54)
which implies that:
ict(I)ano > i
ct(II)
ano (55)
over most of the interval y ∈ (−ha,−h1). When employing the same reasoning as that for the cathode,
we have:
C
(I)
H2
= C
(II)
H2
, C
(I)
H2O
= C
(II)
H2O
, for y ∈ (−h3,−h
′
a), (56)
dC
(I)
H2
dy
∣∣
y=−ha
=
dC
(II)
H2
dy
∣∣
y=−h′
a
,
dC
(I)
H2O
dy
∣∣
y=−ha
=
dC
(II)
H2O
dy
∣∣
y=−h′
a
, (57)
C
(I)
H2
< C
(II)
H2
, C
(I)
H2O
> C
(II)
H2O
, for y ∈ (−ha,−h1). (58)
The charge transfer current is proportional to the following product (compare (20) and (22)):
ictano ∼
C0.4H2O
C0.03H2
[
exp
(
2Fηactano
RT
)
− exp
(
−
Fηactano
RT
)]
. (59)
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Note that this time the first component of the product has greater value for the variant (I) than (II):
C
(I)
H2O
0.4
C
(I)
H2
0.03 >
C
(II)
H2O
0.4
C
(II)
H2
0.03 , for y ∈ (−ha,−h1). (60)
However, we start the analysis by investigating the change of activation overpotential defined as:
∆ηactano = η
act(II)
ano − η
act(I)
ano = φ
(II)
el − φ
(I)
el + φ
(I)
ion − φ
(II)
ion + η
conc(I)
ano − η
conc(II)
ano . (61)
From (26) and (60) it follows that: η
conc(I)
ano > η
conc(II)
ano . When substituting (26), (A.16) and (A.21) into
(61) we arrive at the following expression for ∆ηactano:
∆ηactano =
2FρfD1
MH2
(
C
(II)
H2
(y)− C
(I)
H2
(y)
)( 1
σion
+
1
σel
)
+
RT
2F
ln
(
C
(II)
H2
(y)
C
(I)
H2
(y)
C
(I)
H2O
(y)
C
(II)
H2O
(y)
)
−
jcell
σel
(h′a − ha) +
RT
2F
ln
(
C
a(II)
H2O
C
a(I)
H2O
C
a(I)
H2
C
a(II)
H2
)
.
(62)
In the above expression the first two terms are positive monotonically increasing functions of y, while the
remaining two yield a negative constant. Bearing in mind that for a positive activation overpotential:
∆ηactano(−ha) = η
act(II)
ano (−ha) > 0, (63)
we come to the following conclusion:
∆ηactano > 0, for y ∈ (−ha,−h1). (64)
As proved above, η
act(II)
ano > η
act(I)
ano and thus, the second term of the product in the RHS of (59) is greater
for solution (II) (Remark 4 holds also in the case of anode). Now let us investigate if the increase in
the value of this term can be counteracted by such a decline of the ratio CH2O
0.4/CH2
0.03 that keeps
the cell current, jcell, at an unchanged level (and in this way makes solution (II) a permissible one). To
this end, let us assume that the change of activation overpotential that results from the variation of the
active layer thickness is small. In the following we accept the notation:
S(y) =
i
ct(II)
ano
i
ct(I)
ano
=
(
C
(II)
H2O
C
(I)
H2O
)0.4(
C
(I)
H2
C
(II)
H2
)0.03
B(II)
B(I)
=
(
C
(II)
H2O
C
(I)
H2O
C
(I)
H2
C
(II)
H2
)0.4(
C
(II)
H2
C
(I)
H2
)0.37
B(II)
B(I)
, (65)
where:
B = exp
(
2Fηactano
RT
)
− exp
(
−
Fηactano
RT
)
. (66)
Obviously, the necessary condition to satisfy (55) is that S < 1 over the prevailing part of the active
layer.
Remark that in (65) only the first term of the product in the RHS is less than 1, while the remaining
part of the expression yields a value greater than 1. For small magnitudes of ∆ηactano one has:
B(II) = exp
(
2F (η
act(I)
ano +∆ηactano)
RT
)
− exp
(
−
F (η
act(I)
ano +∆ηactano)
RT
)
≃
≃ B(I) +
F
RT
[
2 exp
(
2Fη
act(I)
ano
RT
)
+ exp
(
−
Fηactano
RT
)]
∆ηactano.
(67)
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The following estimation holds for (67):
B(II) ≥ B(I) +
2F
RT
B(I)∆ηactano. (68)
In order to stay ’on the safe side’ we take the lower bound of (68), which yields:
B(II)
B(I)
= 1 +
2F
RT
∆ηactano. (69)
Next, from the formula for the activation overpotential (24) one has:
C
(II)
H2O
C
(I)
H2O
C
(I)
H2
C
(II)
H2
= exp
(
2F
RT
(
φ
(II)
el − φ
(I)
el + φ
(I)
ion − φ
(II)
ion + η
act(I)
ano − η
act(II)
ano
))
=
= exp
(
−
2F
RT
∆ηactano
)
exp
(
2F
RT
L(y)
)
,
(70)
where
L(y) = φ
(II)
el − φ
(I)
el + φ
(I)
ion − φ
(II)
ion . (71)
For small values of ∆ηactano one can write:(
C
(II)
H2O
C
(I)
H2O
C
(I)
H2
C
(II)
H2
)0.4
≃
(
1−
0.8F
RT
∆ηactano
)
exp
(
0.8F
RT
L(y)
)
. (72)
After substitution of (69) and (72) into (65) we obtain:
S =
(
1 +
2F
RT
∆ηactano
)(
1−
0.8F
RT
∆ηactano
)(
C
(II)
H2
C
(I)
H2
)0.37
exp
(
0.8F
RT
L(y)
)
, (73)
which can be rewritten with the accuracy order O
(
(∆ηactano)
2
)
as:
S =
(
1 +
1.2F
RT
∆ηactano
)(
C
(II)
H2
C
(I)
H2
)0.37
exp
(
0.8F
RT
L(y)
)
. (74)
The first two terms of the above product are greater than 1, while the value of the third one depends
on the sign of L(y). By using formulae (A.16) and (A.21) in (71) we arrive at an alternative definition
of L(t):
L(t) =
2FρfD1
MH2
(
C
(II)
H2
(y)− C
(I)
H2
(y)
)( 1
σion
+
1
σel
)
−
jcell
σel
(h′a − ha) +
RT
2F
ln
(
C
a(II)
H2O
C
a(I)
H2O
C
a(I)
H2
C
a(II)
H2
)
. (75)
The first term in the above expression is a positive increasing function of y, while the remaining two
form a negative constant. Now, by substituting (75) into (74) and recalling that for positive activation
overpotentials:
S(ha) > 1, (76)
we come to a conclusion that:
S(y) > 1, for y ∈ (−ha − h1). (77)
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This effectively means that condition (55) is not satisfied and solution (II) does not exist as:
∫ h1
−ha
ict(I)ano <
∫ h1
−h′
a
ict(II)ano . (78)
Similarly as was done for the cathode, we have proved that for predefined conditions of the electrode
operation (i.e. the boundary conditions and the cell current) there is only one active layer thickness for
which the governing equations can be satisfied. Thus, the catalyst layer thickness should be a component
of solution, unless some other parameters are relaxed. Also here Remarks 4-5 hold true.
The above observations have very serious ramifications for mathematical modelling of SOFCs. Note
that the active layer thickness as described above is a parameter necessary to secure existence, uniqueness
and proper mathematical structure of solution. As such, it does not have to coincide with the real physical
catalyst layer. In fact, the more credible mathematical model is employed (e.g. the more advanced the
diffusion model), the closer to each other the respective thicknesses of active layers are expected to be.
All the theoretical considerations carried out above led us to an essential modification of the original
mathematical description of the SOFC problem. It includes: i) amendment of the electrochemical
reactions models by means of formulae (37)-(38) (or alternatively (39)) and ii) searching for the active
layers thicknesses as elements of the solution (respective equation to find the active thickness for the
cathode sub-problem will be specified later on). For this reason, we will henceforth call our formulation
of the problem the ’modified formulation’ (as opposed to the classical one).
4. Numerical results
In this section, the theoretical results derived above will be implemented in a numerical scheme to
simulate the component problem for the cathode. A dedicated integral solver will be developed. The
accuracy of computations will be verified against a newly introduced analytical benchmark solution for
the combined physical fields. The problem of the active layer thickness will be analyzed further numer-
ically. Finally, a comparison between the numerical simulations performed for the modified formulation
and the experimental data will be given.
4.1. The computational relations
Below we derive a system of computational relations that will be used later on to construct the
final numerical scheme. Note that, due to the considered model being isothermal, respective ODEs
in the backing zone of the electrode can be solved analytically. However, if one wants to analyze the
temperature-dependent version of the problem, respective integral relations can be easily derived and
employed in the framework of the proposed algorithm.
When integrating respective ODEs in the backing zone (equations (1), (2), (9)) under the pertinent
boundary conditions ((12)2, (13)2, (14)2, (15)3, (17)3) one obtains the following solution:
jel(y) = jcell, y ∈ (hb, h2), (79)
jion(y) = 0, y ∈ (hb, h2), (80)
JO2(y) = −
MO2jcell
4F
, y ∈ (hb, h2), (81)
φel(y) = V2 +
jcell
σel
(h2 − y), y ∈ (hb, h2), (82)
φion(y) = const = φb, y ∈ (hb, h2), (83)
CO2(y) = C
bulk
O2 −
MO2jcell
4FρaD2
(h2 − y), y ∈ (hb, h2), (84)
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where constant φb is computed according to (A.10).
Let us introduce the following function:
Λ(y) =
∫ y
h1
ictcat(ξ)dξ, (85)
whose values and derivatives at the boundaries of the active layer are:
Λ(h1) = 0, Λ(h2) = jcell,
dΛ
dy
∣∣
h1
= ictcat(h1),
dΛ
dy
∣∣
hb
= 0. (86)
From (1), (2), (9) and the conditions (16)3, (18) one can prove that the solution for respective currents
and oxygen flux in the catalyst zone has the form:
jel(y) = Λ(y), y ∈ (h1, hb), (87)
jion(y) = jcell − Λ(y), y ∈ (h1, hb), (88)
JO2(y) = −
MO2
4F
Λ(y), y ∈ (h1, hb). (89)
Note that the above representation satisfies identically respective transmission conditions, as well as
charge and mass balances. By integration of (87)-(89) from y to hb we arrive at the following formulae
for the potentials and mass fraction of oxygen:
φel(y) = Vb +
∫ hb
y
Λ(ξ)
σel
dξ, y ∈ (h1, hb), (90)
φion(y) = φb +
∫ hb
y
jcell − Λ(ξ)
σion
dξ, y ∈ (h1, hb), (91)
CO2(y) = C
b
O2 −
MO2
4F
∫ hb
y
Λ(ξ)
ρaD2
dξ, y ∈ (h1, hb), (92)
where Vb and C
b
O2
are given by (A.4) and (A.5), correspondingly. Similarly as before with (87)-(89),
respective transmission and balance conditions are satisfied automatically.
4.2. The computational algorithm
The proposed computational algorithm utilizes the above relations. Respective integrals in (85)
and (90)-(92) are computed by cubic spline interpolation of the integrands and subsequent analytical
integration. The following rescaling of the integration interval is introduced:
z =
y − h1
δc
, (93)
due to which (85) can be converted to:
Λ(y) = Λ(δcz + h1) = δc
∫ z
0
i˜ctcat(ξ)dξ, (94)
where:
i˜ctcat(z) = i
ct
cat(δcz + h1). (95)
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According to (86)2, equation (94) can be used to find the thickness of the catalyst layer:
δc =
jcell∫ 1
0
i˜ctcat(ξ)dξ
. (96)
In our computations we assume the total cell current, jcell, to be known and consequently the voltage
drop is to be found as an element of solution. However, even in the reverse variant (the voltage drop
imposed as a boundary condition) (96) should be employed.
The computational algorithm is composed of the following stages:
1. At the preconditioning stage, the first approximations of respective dependent variables are defined
in a way so as to preserve respective boundary and transmission conditions.
2. A set of dependent variables for i-th iteration is prepared: φ
(i)
el , φ
(i)
ion, C
(i)
O2
.
3. The activation overpotential, ηactcat , and the charge transfer current, i˜
ct
cat, for the next iteration are
computed from (38) and (21), respectively.
4. The catalyst layer thickness, δc, is calculated according to (96). At this stage the global charge
balance is satisfied for the previously accepted set of dependent variables.
5. The next approximation of the oxygen mass fraction, C
(i+1)
O2
, is obtained from (84) and (92).
6. The concentration overpotential, ηconccat , is updated with equation (27).
7. The electron and ion potentials, φ
(i+1)
el and φ
(i+1)
ion , are computed from (82), (90) and (83), (91),
respectively.
8. The solution obtained in the iteration (i+1) (points 3 -7) is compared with that from the previous
step. If the difference does not exceed a prescribed value, then the computational process is
terminated. Otherwise, we come back to the point 2, where respective dependent variables are
taken from points 5, 7 and the whole routine is repeated.
Note that, when converged, the final solution satisfies the global and local charge and mass bal-
ances, as well as respective transmission conditions, up to the level of accuracy of numerical integration.
Pertinent boundary conditions are satisfied identically.
4.3. Accuracy analysis
The accuracy of computations provided by the above algorithm will be verified against an analyt-
ical benchmark example introduced in Appendix Appendix B. We set the following parameters of the
benchmark solution: hcat = 5 · 10
−5 m, jcell = 10
5A ·m−2, V2 = 0 V, T = 700
◦C, α = 8. The material
and electrochemical properties of the cathode are taken from [5]. The active layer thickness obtained
under these conditions is δc = 1.294 · 10
−5m.
In the following, the solution accuracy will be described by the relative errors of: the potentials
of electron (∆φel) and ion (∆φion) phases, the electron current (∆jel - note that the error of the ion
potential can be recreated here from (4)), the mass fraction of oxygen (∆CO2) and thickness of the active
layer (∆δc).
In Figs.8-9 we show spatial distributions of the above errors for different numbers of nodal points
N (N = {20, 50, 100, 200}) of a regular mesh. As can be seen, very good accuracy of the solution is
obtained even with a mere twenty nodal points. The accuracy of φel is much better than that of φion
despite using the same type of integral operator in computations (see (90) and (91)). This is due to the
fact that φb contains an additional error transferred from the component solution for the oxygen mass
fraction, while for the isothermal model Vb has a purely analytical value. Very low values of ∆jel are
obtained even in the immediate vicinity of the electrolyte interface, where the electron current turns to
zero. A general trend of error reduction with growing number of nodal points is observed.
In order to illustrate the latter tendency we depict the maximal and mean (over the active layer
thickness) errors of solution as functions of the number of nodal points, N . The approximations of error
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Figure 8: Spatial distributions of relative errors for: a) the potential of electron phase, φel, b) the potential of ion phase,
φion, for different numbers of nodal points, N .
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Figure 9: Spatial distributions of relative errors for: a) the electron current, jel, b) the mass fraction of oxygen, CO2 , for
different numbers of nodal points, N .
curves are depicted in Figs. 10-12. It shows that, even for 200 nodal points, the error saturation is not
achieved and accuracy can be further improved by increasing mesh density. Depending on the considered
solution component, the average error can be up to one order of magnitude lower than the maximal one.
Note a very good accuracy to which the active layer thickness is determined. Even for 20 nodal points
∆δc is of the order 10
−4.
4.4. LSCF cathode - numerical analysis
Having verified the credibility and accuracy of results produced by the developed solver, we will
perform the numerical computations for the LSCF cathode whose geometrical and microstructural pa-
rameters are given in [5]. The problem of active layer thickness will be discussed based on this example.
In the analyzed problem the cathode thickness was hcat = 5 ·10
−5 m. The terminal voltage was set to
V2 = 0.3 V. Standard composition of air was assumed (by volume: 79% of nitrogen and 21% of oxygen).
The computations were carried out for a mesh composed of N = 100 uniformly spaced nodes. Below
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Figure 10: Maximal and mean relative errors for: a) the potential of electron phase, φel, b) the potential of ion phase,
φion, for different numbers of nodal points, N .
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Figure 11: Maximal and mean relative errors for: a) the electron current, jel, b) the mass fraction of oxygen, CO2 , for
different numbers of nodal points, N .
we present the results obtained for different values of the operating temperature, T , and cell current
density, jcell.
First, in Figs. 13 – 15, we show spatial distributions of respective dependent variables for T = 800◦C
and jcell = 2000 A · m
−2. For such operating conditions, the computed active layer thickness was
δc = 2.25 · 10
−5 m. As can be seen in the figures, all the analyzed component physical fields are smooth,
and no peculiarities of the type signalized in Figs. 4–5 are reported (which is a consequence of employing
the modification (38)). Moreover, it shows that most of the electrochemical activity takes place only
over some section of the catalyst zone. In Fig. 15b) we have marked by vertical lines the sections of the
catalyst layer which produce 90%, 95% and 99% of the cell current, respectively. If we introduce the
following definition for the thicknesses of these sections:
δj = kjδc, j = {0.9, 0.95, 0.99}, (97)
then the corresponding coefficients kj yield for the considered case (with the accuracy of two decimal
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Figure 12: The relative error of the active layer thickness, δc, for different numbers of nodal points, N .
digits):
k0.9 = 0.19, k0.95 = 0.25, k0.99 = 0.39.
We believe that expression (97) (possibly for j = 0.99) can deliver better agreement with the real thick-
ness of the active layer than the original definition accepted in this paper for the sake of computations.
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Figure 13: Distributions of: a) the electron potential, φel, b) the ion potential, φion, over the active layer thickness for
jcell = 2000 A ·m
−2 and T = 800 ◦C.
In order to complete this part of our analysis, we investigate the influence of the overall cell current
density and the operating temperature on the thickness of the active layer. To this end, a series of
simulations was run for different values of jcell, ranging from 200 A · m
−2 to 2000 A · m−2, and the
temperature, T , varying between 700 ◦C and 950 ◦C. Respective results are shown in Fig.16 a) (a 3D
plot) and Fig.16 b) (δc(jcell) for three different values of T ). As can be seen, the thickness of the active
layer is much more sensitive to the changes of the operating temperature than to the variation of the
cell current. For constant jcell one can expect 30% increase in δc when changing the temperature from
700◦C to 950◦C. The respective impact of the cell current is much less pronounced, being reduced with
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Figure 14: Distributions of: a) the electron and ion currents, jel and jion, b) the oxygen mass flux, JO2 , over the active
layer thickness for jcell = 2000 A ·m
−2 and T = 800 ◦C.
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Figure 15: Distributions of: a) the mass fraction of oxygen, CO2 , b) the charge transfer current, i
ct
cat
, over the active layer
thickness for jcell = 2000 A ·m
−2 and T = 800 ◦C. The vertical lines in figure b) refer to the section of the active layer
over which 90%, 95% or 99% of the current is produced, respectively.
the temperature magnification. However, a distinct decreasing trend is visible regardless of the value of
T (see Fig.16 b).
4.5. Active layer thickness - numerical verification of the uniqueness of solution. Elements of sensitivity
analysis.
In subsection 3.2 it has been proved analytically that the thickness of the active layer is an element
of solution, and as such cannot be predefined in an arbitrary way. As mentioned previously, the fixed
values of ha or hb can be introduced only if some other conditions are relaxed. In the following, we will
verify this conclusion numerically.
Let us consider the problem whose solution is depicted in Figs.13-15. However, this time we shall
modify the problem formulation by assuming that the thickness of the active layer, δc, is known (and
taken from the recalled numerical solution), while the mass fraction of oxygen at the external interface
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Figure 16: The thickness of active layer, δc, as a function of the cell current density, jcell, and the operating temperature,
T . Figure b) depicts respective trends for constant temperature.
of the cathode, CbulkO2 , constitutes an element of solution to be found numerically. Obviously, according
to the analysis provided in subsection 3.2, both solutions (i.e. the one from the subsection 3.2 and that
computed for the modified formulation) have to be equivalent.
In order to solve the new system of equations we need to modify the computational algorithm
described in subsection 4.2. To this end, we introduce a function of reduced mass fraction of oxygen
defined as:
C˜O2 =
CO2
CbulkO2
. (98)
Note that, when using the above function, the boundary condition (15)3 converts to:
C˜O2(h2) = 1, (99)
while respective boundary and transmission conditions that employ the spatial derivative of CO2 should
be rescaled by the factor CbulkO2 .
The expression for concentration overpotential (27) yields now:
ηconccat = −
RT
4F
ln
(
C˜O2
)
. (100)
When combining (23) with (21) and (98) one arrives at the following formula for the charge transfer
current:
ictcat =
(
CbulkO2
)0.2
ψ(y), (101)
where:
ψ(y) = 1.47 · 106 ·
(
C˜O2
ρaRT
MO2
)0.2
exp
(
−
85859
RT
)
Adpbcat
[
exp
(
1.2Fηactcat
RT
)
− exp
(
−
Fηactcat
RT
)]
. (102)
Next, by integrating equation (101) over the active layer thickness and taking into account relation (5)
we obtain after simple algebra an expression to compute CbulkO2 :
CbulkO2 =
(
jcell∫ hb
h1
ψ(y)dy
)5
. (103)
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Having the above relations we are able to modify accordingly the computational algorithm from
subsection 4.2. Respective changes include:
1. Using a constant, predefined value of the active layer thickness, δc.
2. Substituting the oxygen mass fraction function, CO2 , by the reduced mass fraction of oxygen, C˜O2
(98).
3. Employing relation (103) to compute CbulkO2 . This point replaces point 4 of the original algorithm.
Note that, as previously, at this stage of the scheme the global charge balance is identically satis-
fied.
The comparison of solution obtained by means of the modified algorithm with that computed previ-
ously in subsection 4.4 is depicted in Figs. 17–18, where relative deviations between respective dependent
variables are shown (the deviations are marked by symbol δ combined with corresponding dependent
variable). As can be seen, a very good agreement between the analyzed solutions is obtained. The
maximal deviations’ order ranges from 10−12 (for the electron potential) to 10−5 (for the mass fraction
of oxygen). The accuracy to which CbulkO2 was recreated amounts to 2.24 · 10
−5, and indeed it is the
mass fraction of oxygen which yields the biggest discrepancy between the analyzed results. However,
from the presented comparison it follows that both solutions are equivalent (identical up to the level of
accuracy of computations). In this way, the conclusion of analysis delivered in subsection 3.2, that for
the predefined parameters of the cell operation there exists a unique value of the active layer thickness,
has been numerically confirmed.
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Figure 17: The relative deviations between respective components of solution in terms of: a) the electron and ion potentials,
b) the electron and ion currents.
To complement this subsection we would like to discuss one aspect of the solution sensitivity. Namely,
as it results from the provided analysis, one can implement the computational strategy where the active
layer thickness, δc, is predefined with some other cell operation parameter to be found as an element
of solution (in our case it was CbulkO2 ). However, even though different strategies are supposed to yield
the same results, such an approach may not be computationally reasonable (or be in fact prohibitive).
In Fig. 19 we present a numerically obtained relation between the oxygen volume fraction in the air,
xbulkO2 , and the resulting active layer thickness, δc. The characteristic was delivered for T = 800
◦C and
jcell = 2000 A ·m
−2.
It shows that when increasing the oxygen volume fraction ten times (from 5% to 50%), the active
layer thickness changes by a mere 5%. Thus, any small deviation from the actual value of xbulkO2 has
a negligible impact on δc. On the other hand, if one assumes that it is the active layer thickness to
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be predefined in computations, any small inaccuracy in defining its value leads to very large errors of
solution and may cause computational instability. Thus, the latter strategy should be avoided.
4.6. Modified formulation of the SOFC problem - comparison with experimental data
We started this paper by recalling the classical formulation of the mathematical model of SOFC.
Next, in a way of careful investigation of the desired behaviour of the component physical fields and
the resulting mathematical structure of solution, we came to the conclusion that standard mathemat-
ical model produces locally unphysical results (negative activation overpotentials and charge transfer
current). A simple remedy to these peculiarities was proposed in the form of modifications (37)-(38)
or (39). Next, we proved that the thickness of active layer is a component of solution to be found in
computations. All the aforementioned novelties modify substantially the classical SOFC model. In the
following we will check whether such a modified formulation of the problem is conducive to credible
modelling of the underlying physics, by comparing the numerical results with available experimental
data.
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Figure 20: Comparison of the experimental results from [29] with numerical simulations in terms of the sum of activation
and concentration overpotentials,
∑
η
, for: a) different values of xbulk
O2
at 800◦C, b) different values of temperature under
xbulk
O2
= 0.21.
In [29] one can find experimental data for the LSM cathode of SOFC. The authors presented a
measured sum of activation and concentration overpotentials,
∑
η, for different values of the cell current
density, oxygen concentration and temperature. Numerical simulations were performed with two different
empirical relations for the exchange current density, idpb0,cat (equations (6) and (7) therein for porous and
patterned LSM, respectively).
Based on the information on the geometry, microstructural properties and operating conditions given
in [29] we carried out analogous numerical simulations and compared the obtained results with the
respective experimental data. The outcome of this comparison for the model of patterned LSM (which
agreed better with the experiment) is shown in Fig.20. As can be seen, our numerical results mimic
the experimental characteristics to a very large degree. It is only for xbulkO2 = 0.21 and T = 850
◦C,
T = 900◦C that the simulation deviates noticeably from the experiment. The level of coincidence
between the computed and measured data is better than that originally reported in [29]. This allows
us to conclude that the modifications introduced by us to the classical formulation of SOFC problem,
facilitate the credible and efficient numerical simulation of the underlying physical phenomena.
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5. Discussion and final conclusions
In the paper an isothermal 1D mathematical model of the PEN structure of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell has
been analyzed. The classical formulation has been carefully investigated in terms of the governing equa-
tions, the boundary and transmission conditions and the related asymptotic behaviour of solution. It has
been proved that employing the standard definition of the activation overpotential in the Butler-Volmer
equation leads to locally unphysical effects (negative charge transfer current and resulting peculiarities of
the respective dependent variables). In order to remediate these issues a modification to the definition of
the activation overpotetntial (or alternative definition of the charge transfer current) has been proposed.
Next, it has been analytically substantiated that for the problem under consideration (even in its clas-
sical formulation) there is only one thickness of the active layer in each electrode for which the solution
exists. As such, the active layers’ thicknesses are the elements of solution to be found, unless some
other solution parameters are relaxed. All the abovementioned discoveries have been included in the
modified formulation of the SOFC problem. In the remaining part of the paper numerical computations
for the cathode sub-problem have been carried out. To this end, a dedicated integral solver based on the
modified formulation of the problem has been constructed. Its performance has been verified against a
newly introduced analytical benchmark solution (for the combined physical fields). Next, computations
for the LSCF cathode have been performed. On the basis of the obtained results, certain aspects of
the modified formulation and the active layer thickness have been discussed. The uniqueness of solution
with respect to the latter has been numerically confirmed. Finally, comparison with the experimental
results have been done, which proved very good coincidence of the numerical solution for the modified
formulation with the measured data.
Based on the conducted research, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• When defining respective source terms for the electrochemical reactions in the governing equations,
a clear distinction between the backing (inactive) and catalyst (active) layers of the electrodes
should be imposed.
• The standard formulation of the problem leads by definition to locally unphysical results originating
from negative values of the activation overpotentials (and thus negative values of the charge transfer
current).
• The aforementioned unphysical behaviour can be counteracted by employing a modified definition
of the activation overpotential or alternatively a modified definition of the charge transfer current.
• The active layers’ thicknesses in respective electrodes are supposed to be elements of solution (and
thus cannot be taken in an arbitrary way), unless some other solution parameters are relaxed.
Proper values of these thicknesses are necessary to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of
solution.
• Simultaneously, when employing a strict definition of the active layer accepted in this paper, its
thickness not necessarily has to coincide with that of the real physical layer. The latter is predicted
to be smaller. It can possibly be found by applying the criterion of 99% of produced current.
• The modified formulation of the problem facilitates credible simulation of the underlying physical
phenomena, which has been confirmed by comparison with the experimental data.
• The modified formulation opens a new avenue for modelling of the transient SOFC problems
when the active layers thicknesses change with the operating conditions. The mathematical and
computational scheme proposed in this paper gives measures for automatic identification of the
respective active zones under dynamic operating regimes.
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Appendix A. Auxiliary transformations
Appendix A.1. The cathode
By combining equations (1) and (9) one obtains the following relation for the catalyst layer:
d
dy
(
σel
dφel
dy
)
= −
4F
MO2
d
dy
(
ρaD2
dCO2
dy
)
. (A.1)
By integrating (A.1) from h1 to y under the conditions (16)3 and (18)1 we have:
σel
dφel
dy
= −
4FρaD2
MO2
dCO2
dy
. (A.2)
Note that, according to (A.2), the oxygen flux is proportional (with a minus sign) to the electron
current. After one more integration (this time from y to hb) and simple algebra, (A.2) allows to define
the potential of the electron phase in the following form:
φel(y) = V2 +
jcell
σel
(h2 − hb) +
4FρaD2
MO2σel
(CbO2 − CO2(y)). (A.3)
In the above operations we accounted for the formula obtained by integrating (3)1 with the boundary
condition (12)2:
φel(hb) = Vb = V2 +
jcell
σel
(h2 − hb). (A.4)
The value of the mass fraction of oxygen at y = hb can be derived by double integration of (9) over
the backing zone with the boundary conditions (15)3 and (17)3:
CO2(hb) = C
b
O2 = C
bulk
O2 −
MO2jcell
4FρaD2
(h2 − hb). (A.5)
After substitution of (A.5) into (A.3) we arrive at the final formula for the potential of the electron
phase:
φel(y) = V2 +
4FρaD2
MO2σel
(CbulkO2 − CO2(y)). (A.6)
In a similar way to that presented above, we can derive respective equation for the potential of ionic
phase in the active zone. When comparing equations (2) and (9) one has:
d
dy
(
σion
dφion
dy
)
=
4F
MO2
d
dy
(
ρaD2
dCO2
dy
)
. (A.7)
Integration of (A.7) from h1 to y under the conditions (16)3 and (18)2 yields:
σion
dφion
dy
+ jcell =
4F
MO2ρaD2
dCO2
dy
. (A.8)
By subsequent integration (from y to hb) we arrive at the expression for the ionic potential in the form:
φion(y) = V2+
RT
4F
ln
(
CbulkO2
CbO2
)
−
4FρaD2
MO2σion
(CbulkO2 −CO2(y))+
jcell
σion
(hb− y)+ jcell(h2−hb)
(
σ−1el + σ
−1
ion
)
,
(A.9)
where the value φion(hb) was defined as:
φion(hb) = φb = φel(hb) + η
conc
cat (hb), (A.10)
with the respective terms in the right hand side taken from (A.4) and (27).
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Appendix A.2. The anode
By combining equations (1) with (6) we obtain the following relation:
d
dy
(
σel
dφel
dy
)
=
2F
MH2
d
dy
(
ρfD1
dCH2
dy
)
. (A.11)
After integration from y to −h1 (under the conditions (17)1 and (18)1) equation (A.11) yields:
σel
dφel
dy
=
2FρfD1
MH2
dCH2
dy
. (A.12)
Subsequent integration of (A.12), this time from −ha to y, leads to the formula:
φel = φel(−ha) +
2FρfD1
MH2σel
(
CH2 − C
a
H2
)
, (A.13)
where the limiting value of the electron potential, φel(−ha), is obtained by integration (3)1 under the
condition (14)1:
φel(−ha) = Va = V3 − jcell
h3 − ha
σel
, (A.14)
while CaH2 can be derived when integrating (6) with account for the boundary condition (15)1 and (17)1:
CaH2 = CH2(−ha) = C
bulk
H2 −
MH2jcell
2FρfD1
(h3 − ha). (A.15)
After substitution of (A.14) and (A.15) into (A.13) we obtain a final relation for the potential of the
electron phase:
φel(y) = V3 +
2FρfD1
MH2σel
(
CH2(y)− C
bulk
H2
)
. (A.16)
In order to derive respective expression for the ionic potential we start by merging equations (2) and
(6):
d
dy
(
σion
dφion
dy
)
= −
2F
MH2
d
dy
(
ρfD1
dCH2
dy
)
. (A.17)
By integrating (A.17) from y to −h1 with conditions (16)1 and (18)2 we have:
σion
dφion
dy
= −jcell −
2FρfD1
MH2
dCH2
dy
. (A.18)
Consecutive integration (from −ha to y) and some algebra yield:
φion = φion(−ha)−
jcell
σion
(ha + y)−
2FρfD1
MH2σion
(
CH2 − C
a
H2
)
, (A.19)
where φion(−ha) is computed as:
φion(−ha) = φa = φel(−ha)− η
ano
conc(−ha), (A.20)
with respective entries taken according to (A.14) and (26), while CaH2 is being defined by (A.15). When
accounting for the above formulae, (A.19) assumes the following form:
φion(y) = V3−
RT
2F
ln
(
CbulkH2
CaH2
CaH2O
CbulkH2O
)
−
jcell
σion
(ha+y)−
2FρfD1
MH2σion
(
CH2 − C
bulk
H2
)
−jcell(h3−ha)
(
σ−1el + σ
−1
ion
)
.
(A.21)
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Appendix B. The benchmark example
In order to verify the accuracy of computations provided by the proposed numerical scheme we
shall introduce a dedicated benchmark solution. It should preserve all the essential features of the
original problem, including the type of boundary and transmission conditions, as well as the asymptotic
behaviour of solution. Our strategy to built such a benchmark relies on: i) defining a desired form of
the reference solution, ii) modifying the system of governing ODEs, by addition of a known predefined
function, in a way that the resulting equations are identically satisfied for the selected solution. Note
that the latter does not detract from the applicability and relevance of the results, as it simply amounts
to adding additional (known) source terms in the right hand sides of respective equations. Obviously,
for the ’real’ problems, those terms turn to zero.
In the following we will use the spatial rescaling (93). Only the formulae for the catalyst layer will
be given (i.e. for y ∈ (h1, hb)), as respective relations for the backing zone of the cathode can be taken
from the subsection 4.1. Let the benchmark solution for the ionic current be of the form:
jion(z) = jcell(1− z)
α, (B.1)
where α > 1 is a parameter to be taken as convenient. Consequently, the electron current is taken in
accordance with (4) to yield:
jel(z) = jcell[1− (1− z)
α]. (B.2)
The above representation complies with the desired qualitative behavior of the current functions and
respective transmission conditions.
The expressions for the ion and electron potentials can be obtained by integration of (B.1)-(B.2):
φion(z) = φb +
δcjcell
σion(1 + α)
(1− z)1+α, (B.3)
φel(z) = Vb +
δcjcell
σel
[
1−
1
1 + α
(1 − z)1+α
]
. (B.4)
Again, the desired qualitative behavior of dependent variables and transmission conditions are satisfied.
The benchmark function for the oxygen flux is assumed as follows:
JO2 = −
MO2jcell
4F
[1− (1 − z)α]. (B.5)
When integrated with respect to the spatial variable, equation (B.5) yields:
CO2(z) = C
b
O2 −
MO2jcellδc
4FρaD2
(1− z)
[
1−
1
1 + α
(1− z)α
]
. (B.6)
Note that also here the proper qualitative bahviour and transmission conditions for respective functions
hold automatically.
Having the above components of solution we can compute the activation overpotential and charge
transfer current according to (38) and (21). The active layer thickness, δc, can be found iteratively by
employing equation (96).
Unfortunately, in general the introduced functions for dependent variables do not satisfy the governing
ODEs (see (1),(2), (9)) in the active layer. That is why, for the sake of benchmark computations, we
will modify slightly respective equations by adding an additional known source term. The governing
equations (written for simplicity in terms of the ion and electron currents and the oxygen flux) have now
the following forms in the active layer:
djion
dy
= ictcat + g(y), (B.7)
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djel
dy
= −ictcat − g(y), (B.8)
dJO2
dy
= −
MO2
4F
(
ictcat + g(y)
)
, (B.9)
where g(y) is a known predefined function:
g(y) = i
ct(b)
cat + jcell
α
δc
(
δc + h1 − y
δc
)α−1
. (B.10)
i
ct(b)
cat is computed by substitution of (B.3),(B.4) and (B.6) into (21).
After the above modifications, the proposed benchmark solution satisfies the governing system of
ODEs together with respective boundary and transmission conditions. Thus, it constitutes a very useful
reference solution to investigate the accuracy and efficiency of computations by the numerical scheme
employed (or any other numerical scheme).
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